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Introduction

The topic of our group is “The food is a history: Bologna and gastronomy”. Our project takes place 
in a pre-school in Bologna. In the children’s group we have a lot of different cultures, which we 
want to take advantage of. 

Therefore the aim of our theme is to use the Bologna gastronomic culture as a frame around other 
food cultures  that we found in our group.  The involvement  of all  cultures makes the sense of 
belonging possible. 

- How can we teach children about the food history in Bologna?
- How can we involve the other cultures that we have in the group?
- How can we communicate with gastronomy?
- How can food help children feel connected to the city?

Description

In the first week, after knowing the group and the theme, we did several visits that were related to 
our theme "The food is the history: Bologna and gastronomy”. We made our research individually 
throughout this first week, which was shared with the group on Friday. With these visits we realized 
the  weight  of  history  of  the  gastronomy and  how it  gives  us  a  past:  The  art  of  tortellini  and  
“Salsamentari". There are eight very important ingredients in the art of making tortellini: 

Mortadella, pork, parmigiano, nutmeg, eggs, flour and salt. 

This knowledge has passed from generation to generation. In the past, tortellini used to be done at 
home, but now it is unusual to do it at home. It is a hard work, takes a lot of patience and the new  
generations are less involved in that tradition. Nowadays they prefer to buy in the stores. We can see 
that in the city there are streets with specialized commerce, close to each other as the market (Via 
Pescherie, Orefici Via, Via Drapperie Calzolerie, Caprarie Via and Via D. Artier). In these streets 
we can feel the atmosphere of fresh ingredients.

In the second week, the group defined work strategies and we started the project, both practical and 
theoretical. Through gastronomy we are able to know lots of ideas and values and give the children 
an opportunity to identify with their own city. As educators we have a responsibility to offer the 
children strong experiences for  life,  and prepare  them to be participating citizens.  This is  only 
possible if we give them space, time and an opportunity to explore. 

In the past, according to Tonucci and Rissotto[1], the city was a meeting point where people lived 
and walked. It was full of beauty, monuments, surprises and new perspectives. Nowadays the city is 
just a path from home to work and reverse. It is our duty as educators and teachers to change this 
trend, and one way to do this is through food. The food culture is full of traditions, every dish has a  
story, especially here in Bologna. There is an old saying that says Bologna is “the most wise, the  
red and the fat”, because of its excellent university, red bricks and really good food. 

We should plan activities in partnership with parents and use the surrounding resources, allowing 
children to get close and to engage with the city and the food. If we walk with children through the  
market we can see traditional food, such as tortellini, chocolate, ice cream and mortadella. We can 
also bring food into classrooms, because nowadays there are children of different nationalities and 
the food is  certainly a way of working with multiculturalism. This way we can respond to the 
complexity of our contemporary societies and have ways to integrate individuals while involving 
the whole group.



Objectives

 − There is gastronomy and traditions that are linked to our identity, this is something that unites all  
of us. In our path we have to start  by sharing the memories of our past related to the culinary 
traditions to promote mutual knowledge. The "who we are" and "who I am" in this world, must deal  
with a complex reality that has definitely expanded its borders and greatly increased the meetings..
[2]

 − We want to start from active observation of children’s own space and time: we want to  make 
children protagonists of discoveries and reflections within a school rooted in the territory capable  
of educating for a responsible citizenship[3]. Starting from our past and our tradition, going through 
the discovery and sharing of other cultures, the educator aims at stimulating the child’s sense of 
belonging within their community. The child, interacting actively with each of its parts, builds his 
identity opened to the diversity of cultures and their integration in the community, towards an active 
and responsible citizenship.

 − We want to underline the importance of tradition and of its exchange with others. We must not 
lose our traditions but integrate them with others in order to have a better experience. We want to  
establish  an exchange  that  does  not  involve  the  uprooting  of  their  cultural  origins,  but  in  an  
enrichment optics.[4]

 − We approach the history, we start from the past to give sense to our present. Education is like the  
traditions that intersect and merge into a child according to his dialectic.[5]

 − We have to remember that foreigners need to build a completely new life in a new country, so we 
should help them by creating a perspective of integration with families and children. And  giving 
the possibility to Italian children to learn something new. Closely related to a culture of acceptance  
is the theme of the enhancement of the similarities and differences. To welcome those who you  
perceive as similar may be natural: the resemblance, usually, is reassuring and confirms its way of  
being.  Accepting  those  who are  different,  however,  can be  more  complex:  the  differences  may  
intrigue, attract, but also embarrass, stiffen, scare[6]. Sometimes a little thought or act might open 
many doors.

 − In educational planning the theme of intercultural education must be presented explicitly even in  
those situations where there are no foreign children, as it is also indicated in the new Ordinamenti 1. 
(...)  The  problem of  diversity  not  only  covers  the  time  when  you  meet  someone  exceptionally  
different; diversity in its various forms has an experience of everyday life, a fundamental ingredient  
of social life.[7]

 − Why? Because we want to work on a project that represents not only Bologna's cultures but 
reflects on how teachers can work to help their children to be opened to other cultures and habits, in 
a society that is always getting increasingly intercultural.

Activities

Since the IP is being held in Italy this year, the common thread of our performance will be carried 
out by the Italian students and based on Bologna and its gastronomic culture. The story talks about a 
child, Giovanni, who is tired of eating tortellini in school, and he complains to his mother. Then she 
tells him how she has learned how to do them in the traditional manner by her grandmother. She 
often told her about  the birth and history of two dishes that have made Bologna very famous: 
mortadella and  tortellini. Giovanni, however, still want to expand his knowledge in the culinary 
field  and,  with  his  mother,  he  embarks  on  a  journey  to  visit  some  foreign  cousins:  one  is  
Portuguese, another one is Belgian and the third one is Swedish. Thanks to them (and to the funny 
and educational experiences that he went through) Giovanni learns new dishes and new cultures. 
1 It is the ministry guidelines on educational programs in Italian schools: the "Ordinamenti" in 1991 is the programming 
for the Nursery School, to which they refer, on the other, the current “Indicazioni nazionali per il curricolo della scuola 
dell'infanzia e del primo ciclo” ("National Guidelines for the curriculum in kindergarten and the first cycle.")



We considered it is important to mention the historic background, because it concerns the history of  
the place where we live in and consequently also our own story. However, it’s important not to 
forget the presence of other cultures, especially in our times and in the school environment where 
the children live today. So we consider it’s important to stress the intercultural dimension of the 
project  in  a  dynamic and pleasant  way,  with the purpose  of  allowing the  younger  ones  to  get  
passionate about something that does not belong to their culture. We have also thought that such 
activities are  not  only useful  for the Italian children,  but may also allow foreign children (and 
consequently  their  families)  to  feel  involved in  a  completely  new and foreign framework.  We 
decided to use the theme of travelling because we think it is a good way for children to build their 
own knowledge, through autonomous exploration and discovery. Children also need someone who 
guides and follows them through their route. We chose to use three cousins, a metaphor for the role 
of the teacher.

In the Belgian station there will be a beer activity for the children.  There are so many choices of 
beer flavors and they are so delicious that everyone should have the chance to enjoy them. Since 
children do not drink alcohol they will not get this chance. Therefore, we asked some questions at a 
local kindergarten. We asked the children which flavors they would put into their ideal beer. They 
mentioned all kinds of goodies such as orange juice, chocolate, sweets, biscuits and cherries. Beer 
needs to be brewed,  so we have to put all the ingredients together. Therefore, children must think 
about what they like and put all the ingredients into the brew machine. Afterwards, the brew has to  
rest so it can develop into a nice children's beer. The teacher can tell the children to leave it like that,  
so it can develop and then put a juicy drink into the brew machine afterwards. Then, the children 
can see that the brew developed into the children's beer that they wanted. After that, it is time to 
taste the beer. It is a good idea to write down the recipe of the beer, so that it can be preserved. To  
do this they must determine which ingredients and how much of these ingredients they put into their  
brew. This list will be written on a prescription sheet.  

While their brew is still resting and the recipe is already written, they can start to design their logo 
for the beer. But of course like all the other special beers, every beer must have its typical glassware 
which  they will design themselves too. 

Because of the lack of materials in the IP, the children can only express themselves through a design  
drawing of the logo and also a drawing of the glass. At the end of the activities, we can build a beer  
museum. In this beer museum all the beers can be showcased with their own special glass and label. 
We can also think about some names for the beers so we can put it on the brand. 

At the Swedish station we want to give the children a glimpse of the Swedish food culture and some  
history behind it. We chose to work with the potato since it is linked to the oldest food festival in  
Sweden, from 1981. The potato is also a very common ingredient in Swedish dishes. Many people  
believe that Jonas Alstroemer was the man who brought the potato to  Sweden,  and the potato 
festival is held in his hometown Alingsaas every year. In order to present the story in a playful way, 
we dress as a potato and as Jonas. Then, we offer the children some prepared material such as: 
potatoes, paper, knives and colors, to create a picture with potato art. The goal with the creative 
activity is  to let the children explore and choose freely.  If they are allowed to create in a free 
manner, without strict instructions from us, we believe it will strengthen the children’s development 
individually and within the group. This is also what Tonucci and Rissotto [8] argue about:  they 
point out that the children’s role often is to obey and we feel that it is not the best way to create a  
healthy learning environment. 



At the  Portuguese  station  the  common goal  is  to  introduce  the  Portuguese  food culture  to  the 
children. The aims are: to develop in the students a ‘taste’ of their own culture and of other cultures,  
to enable a continuing development of the concept of gastronomic culture throughout the different 
ages,  to  increase  the  curiosity  in  the  students  so  that  they  can  communicate  through  different 
materials and tools, to foster their creativity, and finally to strengthen the importance of teamwork.

The group decided to use sardines as the traditional Portuguese food, since we are close to summer 
(the sardine’s season) and this is a highly appreciated fish by the Portuguese people. The activity 
will start with a brief introduction which explains why the sardines are a typical food from Portugal. 
This tradition comes from the Middle Age, when it was meat fasting during 240 days. By that time 
there were plenty of sardines available and they were not so expensive. They were considered as a 
cheap fish. The easiest way to cook tasty sardines is to grill them and to put them on top of a slice 
of bread. It is tasty and cheap! This tradition has remained until the present day, so during summer,  
in Portugal, we can feel the smell of sardines on the streets. 

When we’re finished with the explanation we will start our activity with some plastic material. First 
of all, the varinas will show the students a real picture of sardines. The group will be sitting in a 
circle, the material that the students will use will be in the middle. Each student must first draw (in 
an A3 sheet) the outline of a sardine and fill it in with different materials. Every thirty seconds, 
when the music stops, the student must give their sheet to the colleague on the right, and so on for 
about 5 minutes. Every sardine will be created by everyone.

Discussion

We have chosen to make a project with mixed cultures, since this IP Program is about meetings 
between  different  cultures.  One  of  the  common  goals  is  to  give  children  a  renewed  sense  of 
belonging. We wanted to teach children about the history of food in Bologna in a playful way. We 
also wanted to capture the multiculturalism that exists in Bologna and also in our group. Therefore  
the story we used is based on Bologna’s culture,  and then children travel to different  countries 
throughout  the  narrative.   The presence  of  three generations  in  the  story,  the grandmother,  the 
mother and the son, is also a way to connect culture, history and the present. 

The food can be a way to create meetings between people, a natural way to communicate. While  
eating dinner, or as we did, making pasta together, we learned from each other and we practiced 
communication over language borders. In a group of children, such activities can give them a sense 
of belonging and respect for the ancient traditions and crafts that involve the food making. Through 
stories told from one generation to another, the inheritance is preserved.  With this background 
knowledge the children’s connection to the city increases.

Our goal of letting children explore independently, without limits, is unfortunately not completely 
fulfilled because of the IP’s lack of space and materials.  For example, at the Belgian beer station, it 
could have been  possible to design the glass in 3D with papier-mâché. They could have designed 
with recycled material and glued them together. Afterwards, they could have decorated it by using 
colorful paper or textile, but they could also decorate it with paint or by putting the label on the  
glass.  The label  or logo can also be designed by using a computer program or by using other 
techniques such as printing techniques or tearing techniques.

Finally,  as  a  group,  we decided to divide  the  work in  a  balanced way and reunite  at  the  end, 
something that has allowed us to work in an orderly and fast way. We also gave importance to the 
ideas  and  ways  of  working  of  each  group  member,  who  had  the  possibility  to  work  in  an 
autonomous way.
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